Let P be the largest value of \f(Q) \ for any function of the given class. How much is P, and for what f unctions is it attained?
PROBLEM B. The same as Problem A, with the additional hypothesis that the coefficients of the Laurent series for f(z) are positive or zero.
PROBLEM C. The same as Problem A, with the additional hypotheses that p<\ and that f (z) is regular also f or \z\ <q (hence for \z\ gl).
REMARKS. From any function/(s) with \f(Q)\ ~P we can obtain a function H(z) with H(Q)=*P, by putting H(z)~Pf{z)/f(Q).
The name extremal f unction will be applied only to an admissible function withiJ(Q)=P.
We may determine a real X such that q x~p . If X is an integer, then H(z) =s x is the extremal function for all three problems; but if X is not an integer, then s x is not an admissible function. We may restrict ourselves to the latter case, and shall use n to denote the integer such that n -1 <X <n.
If we indicate the dependence of the extremal function on p by using the notation H(z f p), then it is clear that for the first two problems we have
B(z t pq h ) « z k H(z, p)
for any integer k, since a power of z times an admissible function is admissible; but for Problem C no such relation is to be expected. Consequently, there is no loss of generality in supposing q<p<\ (that is, » = 1) when studying Problems A and B.
Summary of results. 2 We state here some of the principal results that are known concerning the three problems. For each of the problems, the extremal function H (z) exists and is unique, and is real for real z. It is univalent if q<p<l. In Problems A and B, H(z) is independent of Q; and the same is true in Problem C at least if q<p<l. We tabulate some additional results in the three cases for comparison.
is an elliptic function of log z. 
If f(z) is any admissible function, then | f(z)/H(z) | ^ 1 on both boundaries of the ring. We could apply the principle of maximum to conclude that |/(Q)/2T(Q)| ^1, were it not for the fact that H(z) has a zero in the ring, so that f(z)/H(z) has a pole. The fundamental lemma of the author's paper provides an extension of this principle which enables the conclusion to be drawn nevertheless. The lemma states that if a function is regular in a circular ring except for one simple pole, and dóes not exceed 1 in absolute value on the boundaries, then it is less than 1 on the radius opposite the pole. Applying this lemma, we verify that H(z) is the desired extremal function. By applying Schwarz's reflection principle, we can continue H(z) to the whole plane excluding 0 and 00. The reflections on the outer and inner boundaries give the relations
if we use the fact that H(z) is real for real 2. From these it follows that
and hence
Thus zH'{z)/H{z) is an elliptic function of log z with the periods 2 log q and 2iri. It is not difficult to obtain the explicit formula
where This enables easy calculation of the extremal function.
Study of Problem B.
Here With this determination of Co and Ci, the extremal function is
This result of Carlson, which concerns a special class of functions, has an interesting application to the more general class previously considered. In fact, if we no longer suppose that f(z) has positive coefficients, we have nevertheless that the average of | ƒ(z) f 2 on \z\ ~r is E |*»|v«*, which is a power series in r 2 with positive coefficients, so that Carlson's result may be applied. If we suppose given that the average of \f(z)\ 2 on \z\ =1 does not exceed 1, and that the average on |s| ~q does not exceed p 2 (q<p<l), then the function H(z) having the largest quadratic mean on \z\ =Q is of the form Some lemmas. We consider now some results that are used in the study of Problem C. The results concern functions constant in absolute value on a circle, and interpolation by bounded functions.
In the first place, an equality such as | F{z) | = 1 either holds identically on \z\ = 1 or at but a finite number of points, provided F(z) is regular on |z| =1. For on the circle, | F(z)\ =1 is equivalent to
Since the left side is regular on the circle, the result follows.
Suppose now that F{z) is regular for \z\ ^1 and that | F(z) | = 1 for \z\ = 1. Let au a 2 , • • • , a w be the zeros of F(z) in \z\ < 1. Then we find that Suppose now that n>0. In case \w n \ = 1, if there is any solution it is F(z) =«/ w , which is a rational function of the zeroth degree and satisfies | F(z) \ = 1 for | z\ = 1. In case \w n \ < 1, we establish a one-toone correspondence between the given functions and those satisfying certain interpolating conditions at the points Si, • • • , £ n -i by means of the equation
The various desired conclusions about F(z) follow easily from the corresponding conclusions about G(z).
Study of Problem C. Here the case q <p < 1 has a very simple solution (but the general case cannot be reduced to it). For if the condition \f(z) | £p for \z\ =g is replaced by the weaker condition |/(<z)| ^p y then it follows (using Schwarz's lemma) that the maximum possible value of |/(Q)| is attained by the linear function H(z) which maps the unit circle onto itself, with ± 1 as fixed points, and H(q) ~p. But this function clearly satisfies |JHT(2)| èp for \z\ =g (under the hypothesis q<p<l), and hence is the required extremal function.
For the general case, Heins reaches his results by a rather indirect method. It will be convenient to modify the statement of Problem C by supposing that ƒ(z) is regular for \z\ <1 rather than for \z\ ^1. The condition \f(z)\ ^1 for \z\ = 1 may be replaced by \f(z)\ <1 for \z\ <1. With this modification, the existence of an extremal function H(z) is clear from the theory of normal families. It will be shown later that this function is unique, regular for |s| =1, and that |-£?(*)| ==1 for 1^1 =1.
As a first step, we show that if H{z) is regular for |JS| =1, then |j?(£;)| =1 there. Otherwise, |H(s)| =1 at only a finite number of points on \z\ =1, and hence we can find a small arc AB of |;s| =1, near 1, where \H(z)\ <1. Choose K>1 so that üT|iï(s)| <1 on this arc. Now it is easy to construct a function g(z), regular for \z\ ^1 except at A and J5, with constant absolute values on every circular arc joining A and B, these values varying from K on the given arc AB to 1 on the complementary arc of the unit circle. Since | H(z)g(z) \ ^ 1 for \z\ =1, except at A and J5, and |jff(sf)g(sf)| <1 near these points, it follows that \H(z)g(z) \ <1 for \z\ <1. The function H{z)g{z) may fail to be an admissible ƒ(z) by being too large on |s| ==g. However, g(*) is larger at Q than on |*| «g, so that if we divide H(z)g(z) by the maximum of g(z) on | z\ =5, we have a function ƒ(*) which is admissible and for which \f(Q) | > | H{Q) |, which is impossible, Next we see that \H{z)\ ~p has only a finite number of roots on \z\ =#. For otherwise it would be an identity, and H(z) would be rational. But then H(z) would also be regular for \z\ =1, and hence | H(z) | = 1 there. From the fact that | H(z) | is constant on two circles, we should conclude that H(z) = * n , and hence p = g w , which is the case we have excluded.
We shall now show that in the hypothesis that \f ( 
H{z)H(qyz) -p*
has at least 2/ roots, so that H(z) cannot be of less than the /th de-gree. Thus H(z) is exactly of the Zth degree, and the roots of the displayed equation all lie on \z\ = g, and are double roots.
As in the introduction, let n be the integer such that w -K\<n. We shall give a sketch of the proof that / =*= n.
In the first place, it is not difficult to show that P is a continuous function of q, p 1 Q\ and using this fact, it may be shown that (for \z\ <1) H(z) depends continuously on these parameters.
Next we notice that I is a function of n only. For as long as we exclude the case in which X is an integer, / is the number of double roots of H{z)H(q 2 /z) -p 2 on \z\ = g. Since this function is regular and depends continuously on the parameters for q 2 < \ z\ < 1, and has roots only on \z\ =g, it cannot gain or lose a root.
Recalling that the degree of H(z) is equal to the number of zeros in \z\ <1, it is easy to see that the degree is a lower semi-continuous function of the parameters. Since the degree is n when X = n, it cannot be less than n when X is slightly less than n. Combined with the preceding result, this shows that l^n.
Finally, by an ingenious method which we cannot consider here, Heins finds (for any given n) some cases in which it can be shown that the degree of H(z) does not exceed n. This completes the proof that H(z) is of exactly the nth degree when w -K\<w, and that J-HT(js) | -p has exactly n different roots on \z\ =#.
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